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### Title
People of the Philippines vs. Gerry Galgarin alias Toto

### Facts
On the evening of 16 October 1991, in Puerto Princesa City, Gerry Galgarin, with Edward
Endino (his nephew), attacked Dennis Aquino in front of Clara Agagas, Aquino’s girlfriend.
Galgarin stabbed Aquino, and as he tried to escape, Endino shot him. Aquino succumbed to
his  injuries  before  medical  assistance  could  be  rendered.  Following  the  incident,  an
Information for murder was filed against Endino and Galgarin on 18 October 1991. Both
accused remained at large, leading to the case being archived, pending their apprehension.

Galgaring was captured on 19 November 1992 in Antipolo, Rizal, and confessed his guilt
during a media interview. He was subsequently brought back to Palawan for trial.  The
prosecution  established  Galgarin’s  guilt  through  the  testimony  of  Agagas,  eye-witness
accounts,  and  Galgarin’s  public  confession.  Conversely,  Galgarin’s  defense  was  alibi,
supported  by  testimonies  claiming  his  presence  in  Antipolo  during  the  crucial  period.
Nonetheless, the trial court found these defenses unconvincing and convicted Galgarin of
murder qualified by treachery, sentencing him to reclusion perpetua and ordering him to
pay damages.

### Issues
1. Whether the trial court erred in rejecting Galgarin’s alibi and admitting his videotaped
confession into evidence.
2. Whether the killing of Dennis Aquino constituted murder qualified by treachery.

### Court’s Decision
The Supreme Court affirmed the lower court’s decision, emphasizing the weaknesses of
Galgarin’s alibi and the credence given to prosecution witnesses’ testimonials. The court
scrutinized the admittance of Galgarin’s televised confession, highlighting the necessity of
caution in evaluating such confessions due to the potential for coercion. Nevertheless, it was
deemed voluntarily given and not a product of custodial interrogation but an attempt at
eliciting public  sympathy.  Hence,  the confession was admitted as  evidence.  The Court
concretely upheld the classification of the crime as murder, qualified by treachery, due to
the sudden and unprovoked attack on an unsuspecting victim.

### Doctrine
– Alibi is a weak defense against positive identification.
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– Confessions given voluntarily to media personnel,  outside the confines of  a custodial
investigation, may be admitted into evidence, provided there’s no coercion.
– The sudden and unexpected attack on an unsuspecting victim qualifies a killing as murder
by treachery.

### Class Notes
– **Alibi vs. Positive Identification**: An alibi, claiming to be elsewhere when the crime
occurred, must be convincingly proven and is generally considered weak against positive
identification by witnesses.
– **Evidentiary Value of Media Confessions**:  A confession made to the media can be
admissible, emphasizing the distinction between custodial confessions (subject to exclusion
without proper Miranda warnings) and those made voluntarily to journalists.
– **Murder Qualified by Treachery**: For a killing to be considered murder, there must be
evidence of a deliberate attack (treachery) on an unsuspecting victim, without a chance for
the victim to defend themselves or retaliate.

### Historical Background
This case reflects on the Philippine judiciary’s handling of extra-judicial confessions and the
principles guiding the determination of treachery qualifying murder. It underscores the
evolving nature of legal interpretations surrounding confessions made in unconventional
settings, amidst the broader context of ensuring justice and upholding constitutional rights
against coerced admissions of guilt.


